NBA Game-Used Leader Game Used Tone inks Exclusive Game Used Shoe
Partnership with NBA Superstar Luka Doncic
DALLAS, TX – Game Used Tone announced today that it has created an NBA Game-Used Shoes partnership with Dallas
Mavericks superstar Luka Doncic. Through Game-Used Tone's partnership with the MeiGray Game-Used Shoes
Authentication Program, fans and collectors around the globe will get first crack at fully authenticated game-used shoes
worn by Doncic in official NBA games.
"We're excited to partner with Luka Doncic. Luka continues to play at an extremely high level in the NBA." said Tone
Stakes, Owner of Game Used Tone. "Luka's global fan base is second to none. And the demand for his game-used shoes
grows by the day."
"Our expertise is in connecting elite NBA players with the growing number of collectors all over the world, who desire
properly authenticated game-used shoes directly from NBA players," Stakes added. "As the game used market
continues to grow, proof of absolute authenticity has never been in greater demand and has never provided greater
value added. Our partnership with MeiGray, the leader in game-used authentication, provides this unmatched level of
confirmation."
Game Used Tone partners with more than 50 current and future NBA players, affording fans and collectors the
opportunity to acquire fully authenticated game-used items. These partnerships include some of the top NBA Draft picks
eligible for the 2020 NBA Draft, including Deni Avdija, RJ Hampton, Jalen Smith, Nico Mannion, Cassius Stanley,
Immanuel Quickley and Ashton Hagans.
Go to GameUsedTone.com to find game used shoes from elite NBA players including a variety of rare player exclusive
colorways (PEs) and limited-edition release sneakers. The partnership represents the effort of Game Used Tone to bring
fans closer to the game by providing unique one-of-a-kind game-used items for purchase.
For more information contact: Tone Stakes, Game-Used Tone, at (760) 994-5047.
Dave Meisel, MeiGray Group, at (908) 541-0114.

